Statistics
Objective: Interpret data from bar charts and tables
Solve sum and difference problems using information from bar charts
and tables
Statistics means gathering and recording information and then presenting it in a way that
is meaningful to others.
Below is a table that shows data on how many appearances, goals and assists some of
the Southampton FC players got last year in the Premier League.
player name

appearances

goals

assists

Jan Bednarek

25

0

1

Angus G unn

12

0

0

Danny Ings

24

7

3

Nathan Redmond

38

6

4

Maya Yoshida

23

0

0

Which player made the most appearances?

...................................

Which player scored the most goals?

...................................

Which players made the least assists?

...................................

What is the total number of assists for all the players?

..............................

Take away the number of appearances Nathan Redmond and Maya Yoshida made,
how many appearances are left?

....................................................................................
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Which category has the highest numbers of players and how many players made that
amount?

....................................................................................
How many more players made 11 – 15 appearances than 0 – 5 appearances?

....................................................................................
How many players in total made an appearance for Southampton FC last season?

....................................................................................

answer sheet

Which player made the most appearances?

Answer: Nathan Redmond

Which player scored the most goals?

Answer: Danny Ings

Which players made the least assists?

Answer: Angus Gunn & Maya Yoshida

What is the total number of assists for all
the players?

Answer: 8

Take away the number of appearances
Nathan Redmond and Maya Yoshida
made, how many appearances are left?

Answer: 15

Which category has the highest numbers
of players and how many players made
that amount?

Answer: 16+ category , 39 players

How many more players made 11 – 15
appearances than 0 – 5 appearances?

Answer: 11 players

How many players in total made an
appearance for Southampton FC last
season?

Answer: 113 players

